Colonial Brochure

Names: ______________ & ______________

GENERAL

- Effective research
- Sources cited
- Paraphrased draft
- Images cited
- Artistic format chosen
- Teamwork evident
- Used time effectively
- Effective presentation

4. RESOURCES & JOBS

- Title
- Full paragraph
- Key facts
- Creative fonts
- Good sizes
- Both covered
- Edited

1. FRONT

- Colony name
- Appropriate slogan
- Student names
- Relevant image
- Creative fonts
- Good sizes
- Edited

2. HISTORY

- Title
- Full paragraph
- Key facts
- Creative fonts
- Good sizes
- Edited

3. LAND & CLIMATE

- Title
- Full paragraph
- Key facts
- Creative fonts
- Good sizes
- Both covered
- Edited
- Relevant image

5. FREEDOMS

- Title
- Bulleted List
- At least 4
- Creative fonts
- Good sizes
- Edited

6. ATTRACTIONS

- Title
- Bulleted List
- At least 4
- Creative fonts
- Good sizes
- Edited

- TOTAL

- 46

COMMENTS: